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On Tracy Island . . . 

"Jade from Mobile Control."

"I read you Mobile Control. Go ahead."

"The back of the lodge is cleared. You can begin the triage in the lodge."

As he had since the rescue began, Vince listened to the radio conversations among the
International Rescue members. Though he had heard about many of rescues they had performed
over the year, had even watched part of Ned Cook's program on them, this was definitely the most
detail he had ever gotten about their activities. 

It's definitely more nerve wracking to sit here and listen to things unfold than any of the missions I
went on while in the Navy, Vince thought. He found him looking at Jeff Tracy, sitting behind his
desk, and wondered if the older gentleman felt the same way.

Footsteps made him look toward the grillwork door, to see Kyrano walk into the lounge. 

"I just wanted to let you all know that we are just about done preparing lunch. I will bring it up to
you as soon as it's ready, Mr. Tracy."

"Thank-you, Kyrano," Jeff replied, most of his attention still on the information he was receiving
from Iceland.

Kyrano turned his attention to his daughter and their guest. "Will the two of you be coming
downstairs or should I bring you something, too?"

Tin-Tin glanced over at Vince. "It's up to you."

Vince thought it over a moment. He could definitely use an excuse to stretch his legs. Not to
mention he had some questions he'd like to ask, but at the same time he didn't want to disturb Mr.
Tracy.

"I think I'd prefer to eat downstairs."

Tin-Tin nodded as she got to her feet. Following her lead, Vince stood up. The two of them
followed Kyrano out of the lounge and downstairs.

Jeff had taken the time to explain things a little more while the team had been en route to Iceland.
He had explained to Vince that the job with Tracy Industries was a cover for a position with
International Rescue. More specifically, he'd be the team's second aquanaut, and be trained on
Thunderbird 4 as well as receiving training to be a back-up pilot for Thunderbird 1. 
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That news had surprised him just as much as finding out the Tracy family was behind International
Rescue. He had gone job hunting looking for something more interesting than running a dive
shop. He had definitely found something. The question was: could he realistically consider taking
the offer with his family to think about?

"Would you mind answering some questions during lunch?" he asked Tin-Tin as the two made
their way down the stairs.

"Of course not," Tin-Tin replied, not at all surprised by the request. 

The three reached the dining room. Vince and Tin-Tin found seats at the table with the remaining
members of the Tracy family as Kyrano headed for the kitchen.

I chose not to rejoin the Navy because I didn't want my career responsibilities to take me away
from seeing Lea grow up, Vince thought as Jenny started bringing the food out from the kitchen. I
need to be sure joining IR won't lead to the same thing.

Vince waited until they had started to eat before asking Tin-Tin the questions that had currently
come to mind, among them being how much time was put into training, and on an average how
many rescues they received. 
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